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PAUSE interview. 25th Janurary 2000 
 
Rule one: ignore the lyrics. 
 
What could be more exciting than to move people with music and images? 
 
In my less pretentious moods I see myself as an (English) sensualist. I’m interested in 
unconscious compulsions... 
 
The camera is an erotic object, pointing it at someone can be a sexual act. 
 
The dilemma of our generation is it’s obsession with style, coming from an epitome of 
that, namely music video, is to learn to see beyond/inside that, ‘stylishly’. 
 
I’m currently working on the invention of a ‘smell recorder’. 
 
When I make a music film I have to become the fifth member of the band. 
 
It’s all about precision within abandon, the erotic abandon of cinematic form. 
 
Directing is the best job in the world why? Because you get to play like a God- You 
choose people over others and then you mold them, you tell them what emotions they 
should feel, what thoughts they may have, you put your words into their mouths, you 
make them fall in love, you make them kill, steal, fuck each other, you can make them go 
to heaven or hell or the moon or the toilet. But in return they gain a immortality. 
 
An impression of thing is more important than the thing itself. 
 
The penis hangs dormant thru neglect but who needs it when you have a pen or a camera 
to shoot with. 
 
One can do a lot more than you realise, art is as much courage as talent. 
 
Get wiser - but you get older. 
 
‘Images that defy immediate explanation are the strongest, things that have no apparent 
meaning can have more power’. 
 
If you want to understand film, watch yourself watching a film.   
 
I’m interested in heroic art - art that opposes the status quo that embodies moments of 
dissent and insight.  
 
A director is really just a collector, you collecting things to enable you to tell stories. 
Collecting atmospheres, feelings, connections, opposites, sounds, transitions, reveals, it’s 
all about arriving early and drifting. 
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Telepathy is the way forward. 
 
I am the enemy of all video; if I could destroy any of my work, believe me I would. 


